
to take care, help old peoples and spent time with them.

But the situation is totally changed. In today's scenario

young wants to live with their wife and child only.

They busy in life as even they have not a second of time

to spend with their parents.

Like responsibility of youth towards family,

responsibility of youth towards society is important to

make relation with all persons, help them in problem, 

spend time with them, and understand them, because

the group of family makes society. So the involvement

of one family member with other is important. In old

generation/ scenario people have good relation with

families, they always help each other and also spend

time together. But now young generations do not have

time to spend with other families. Everyone busy in

their own life. Only rich person have relation with

ricers and poor with poorer. In old generation before

arising of the problem people stand together for help

but now even In problem no one have time to help

other. This is the drastic change in human being in this

young generation. This is also the reason why young

generation is not happy even they have all the facilities

as compare to old generation.

Responsibility Towards Nation

Nation has so many directions in which development

can be done. Industrial, politics, trade defense,

agriculture, education. Politics are the main area to

control nation. There 33 ministries in our cabinet to

control the entire sector.

Now a day's youth are participating in all areas like

defense, industry, banks, services, education,

agriculture etc but not in politics. While all this sector

gets controlled by politicians. Banking sector is

Responsibility Towards Education

Education is the basic (except food, cloth and shelter)

need of every person. Education not only ends with

collecting/having information related to particular

field. Education itself has broad area like engineering,

doctor, manager, accountant etc and these areas also

have specification in different fields. This is the

responsibility of youth that they get educated and play

their role/responsibility.

Education as science help in the development of plants

and machinery, industries layout and structure, nuclear

power plants, micelle etc. Education as management

helps in managing the available resources, well

functioning of plant and machineries etc. education as

an art include playing instruments, singing, cooking.

Responsibility in The Field of Politics

Politics helps in running the country. By hearing the

word politics the first word came to our mind is

'corruption'. There are certain rules, regulations,

policies and procedures are made for export, import,

investment, industrialization etc by these politicians.

Responsibility Towards Society/ Family/ Nation

Family makes society and society makes nation. For

family youth have to take care of his parents, family

and support his family and try to fulfill their wishes.

Every parent wants to see their child at good position

with good reputation and handsome money. So that at

old age their child will help them, But in place of

helping today generation/ youth divide their property

and make them out of home. Even the young

generation use abuse words for them even sometimes

they beat them/ fight with them. It is the duty of youth

Responsibility of Youth

Neeraj Chaturvedi*

Abstract

The term 'responsibility' means doing the allow work perfectly. Youth means the young generation and the upcoming

youths/generation in our society. Future of our country depends upon these entire youth. These youth have to play an

important role in the coming period. Positive and negative two thinking are present in human mind. Our young

generation (youth) is also facing this problem. By positive thinking they help in the development of the nation/world

and by negative thinking they create distortion of nation/world. For well working proper structure, guideline should

be given to these youth.

Youth is the role player in this world, by generating new ideas, doing creative works etc. They play their role in 

different fields like in education, politics, towards society, in industrialization.
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they drive vehicles more than economy speed and also

drive roughly. Selling of heavy cc bikes is more as

compare to low cc bikes. This create current account

deficit as import of petroleum goes high. Youth have

awareness about it but instead of using low cc bikes

they purchase heavy cc bikes. This is the casualness of

youth towards the fiscal problem.

Proper guidance, right direction is important for youth

as they don't know the importance of life. People

between the ages of 14-22 years easily get addicted to

wrong things. There is no ought Youths are very

talented, they have capability to do anything in this

world. As we speak about Kaplan Chawala and Osama

b laden both are youth but one has used the mind in

positive direction and another has used the in negative

direction. If laden also gets proper guidance he will use

his ability/ knowledge in positive direction and in help

in growth of the world.

If talk about older times the persons like swami

Vivekananda he gives a day lecture on '0'at Chicago.

Chandrasekhar Azaad, Saheed Bhagat Singh and all

extremists are youngsters who gave independency to

India. They play their role towards nation, society and

family. Later the persons have locality, honesty but

these things are missing in our young generation and

wrong activities like fraud, dishonesty, disobey

towards family, society and nation is seeing.

Army man have to save country but some of them leek

the information of army intelligence.Youngsters now a

day disobey their parents. If we go for talent or

intelligence it is more in young generation but instead

of use they misuse these things. From all the

information it is finally concluded that the current

young generation have high intelligence, IQ level as

compare to old generation. But instead of using they

misuse it. Old generation are loyal, honest, obey, unite

and they have maximum good qualities. But current

young generation use to disobey, dishonest, disloyal

and maximum bad qualities. So they need proper

guidance for good development of their self, country,

society and family too.

controlled by RBI and Government but all other

sectors are controlled only by government like export 

and import are controlled by commerce and industry

minister. So participation of youth in politics is very

important. In today's scenario we can see maximum

ministers are of old age. If these leaders get replaced by

youngsters then the growth/development in overall

direction will happen in our country. Politics is a

centralized place to control the country. 33 cabinet

ministries are the base to control the whole country.

Awareness of youth is very much important.As we can

see corruption, smuggling, stealing, murder, rape etc

are increasing. Mostly in stealing, rape, murder cases

youths are involved and these things are increasing

rapidly.

Youths are even doesn't know the value of money. In

old age people use money safely, there is no wastage of

money. But today youngsters are wasting the money.

They don't know the value of Re1, they think it as low

value/ cheap/ useless. But they don't know the

combination of Re1 make Rs100. They spend this

money on useless things. Price of petrol goes high but
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